
The Prodution Cell AssignmentModeling and Verifying a Real-Time System using UppaalAssignment in DatorSystem II - RealTidFall 2004Lab Assistantname: Therese Bergemail: thereseb�it.uu.seroom: 1438postbox: 67 (4th oor, building 1)IntrodutionThe purpose of this lab is to give students an introdution to formal methods and modelheking by modeling and verifying an industrial Prodution Cell appliation using Uppaal.The assignment should be solved individually or in groups of two.The Prodution CellThe Prodution Cell ase study [2, 4℄ is an attempt to de�ne a realisti industrial appliation.It has been desribed in many formalisms, but the original spei�ation of it doesn't ontainany temporal issues. In this assignment we will use Uppaal [1, 3, 5℄ to model and verify someproperties of the Prodution Cell.
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Figure 1: Prodution CellThe Prodution Cell is intended to be a part of an industrial installation. Its purpose is totake metal plates from the feed belt, move them to the press, let the press do its work andthen move the plates to a deposit belt. Plates are moved on the belts and by a robot. The1



omponents of the system are shown in Figure 1. Arm A of the robot takes plate from thetable (whih itself must twist and rise when it gets a plate from the belt) and plaes the plateon the press. When the plate has been pressed, Arm B of the robot arries the plate to thedeposit belt.The arms of the robot are �xed with respet to eah other (i.e. 90 degrees), so the robotontroller must oordinate its operations of the two arms. The arms an also move horizontally(bak and forth) but annot move up or down. Instead the table and the press an moveup and down and the belts are on di�erent levels. You are not required to treat all of thesemovements in detail.As all ations in the Prodution Cell take time it will be neessary to ommuniate to therobot that a plate has arrived at the Cell. This is ahieved by means of a sensor.The simpli�ation in this model, ompared with the original model, is the removal of arane whih moves plates from the deposit belt bak to feed belt (it was an arti�ial elementto produe a losed system). Instead of this we apture the ontinuous stream of plates bymodeling a �xed number of plates irulating around the system, i.e. after leaving the depositbelt they beome available for the feed belt again.
(a) Arm A at table (b) Arm B at press () Arm A at press (d) Arm B at depositFigure 2: Robot positionsRobot MovementsWhen a plate is moved from the Feed Belt to the table the table must be in its lowest position.The table then rises to a level where arm A an pik up the plate. The robot movements arethen as follows (see Figure 2):arm A at table - Arm A extends and pik up the plate from the table, see Figure 2(a).arm B at press - The robot rotates ounterlokwise until arm B points towards the press.Arm B is extended until it reahes the press. Arm B piks up the forged plate andretrats, see Figure 2(b).arm A at press - The robot rotates ounterlokwise until arm A an reah the press. ArmA extends, deposits its plate, and retrats again, see Figure 2().arm B at deposit - The robot rotates ounterlokwise until arm B points towards the de-posit belt. Arm B extends and plaes the forged plate on the belt, see Figure 2(d).When there is little to do for the robot it an move to a wait-position whose position is lo-ated somewhere between the arm A at table-position and arm B at press-position. Thedeision proedure for deiding on when to go to the wait-position is something you have toimplement.
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Devie Ation Time UnitsFeed belt Move to sensor 3Feed belt Move to table 1Table Raise and twist 2Table Return and twist 2Press Press plate 22{25Press Prepare for new plate 18{20Deposit belt Move plate out of ell 4Robot Arm A at table to Arm B at press 5Robot Arm B at press to Arm A at press 15Robot Arm A at press to Arm B at deposit 5Robot Arm B at deposit to Arm A at table 25Robot Arm B at deposit to Wait position 25 - XRobot Arm A at press to Wait position 20 - XRobot Wait position to Arm A at table XRobot Wait position to Arm B at press 5 - XRobot At Wait position 2Figure 3: Temporal values of Prodution Cell AtivitiesTemporal ParametersIn a realisti model all ations take time. Some operations take �xed time and other ationshave maximum and minimum time bounds. The values whih will be used in the study aregiven in the table in Figure 3. Atual time values are not signi�ant, hene values are givenin time units. From the table we an e.g. see that it takes the robot �ve time units to movefrom the arm A at table-position to the arm B at press-position.The press requires some time to prepare for a new plate. The times for pressing and preparingfor a new plate are not �xed but will vary.To simplify the model we assume that all taking and leaving of plates are instantaneous,i.e. they will take no time to perform. Instead it is the movement between states, whereplates an be taken and leaved, whih takes time.The movements given in Figure 3 are the only movements that the robot an perform, e.g.it is not possible to go from the Arm A at press-position diretly to the Arm B at press-position. Also, no movement an be stopped or reversed, i.e. if a robot starts to move fromone position to another it must move all the way and annot stop on the way.The X-value introdues some variability in the model and allow you to investigate the bestloation for the Wait-position. By hanging the value of X we an hange the loation ofthe Wait-position. For example, if we want the Wait-position lose to the arm A at table-position then X should be small. To make sure that the robot doesn't interfere with the restof the devies when in Wait-position the possible values of X are limited to: 1 � X � 4.
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Modeling the Prodution CellStart by open the model of the system that you an �nd on:/stud/dos/kurs/realtid/prodution ell/in Uppaal 2k. All di�erent objets of the system are modeled as separate proesses in Uppaal.The feeding belt, the sensor, the table, the robot, the press, the deposit belt and one or moreplate proesses. Of these all but the robot are given. Your task is to model a robot proessand inlude it in the system so that the overall requirements are ful�lled.Open the model of the system in the simulator, study what happens when you step throughit. The already given parts of the system allows you to see how a plate moves on the feed beltto the table. But there it stops sine there are no robot proess there to handle it. Verifythat the system will �nally get stuked by stepping through the system using the simulator.Study what hannels the di�erent given parts of the ell uses, what integer variables aredelared. Your robot model will need loal variables, e.g. to model that an arm has a plateor that there is a plate in the press, but you do not need to hange any of the other modelsin the system. You might have to restrit some movements so they are not possible unlesssome spei� properties, e.g. that Arm B must be holding a plate, are ful�lled.The hannels alls your robot will use for synhronization are:- plate taken? - to take a plate to Arm A from table.- get? - to leave a plate from Arm A to press.- take? - to get a pressed plate from the press to Arm B.- put? - to put a plate from Arm B on deposit belt.- read! - to get tell the Sensor that the robot is ready for getting a new plate.Observe that all hannels are delared urgent. This means that the transition must be takenimmediately if both partiipating automata are ready for the synhronization (and all otherguards are ful�lled). Observe that it is not allowed to have lok guards on synhronizationtransitions.
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Figure 4: Template for the Plate ProessAn ExampleA template for the irulating plate proess is shown in Figure 4. Create is an initial state.Proess in the whole model is made by ommuniating on urgent hannels. Note, that theplate is a passive omponent of the system, it only irulates in it, so it annot fore the4



progress. Beause of this, eah plate has only a single loal lok, that is used for hekingthe bounded liveness. The meanings of the (urgent) synhronization hannels for this FiniteState Mahine (FSM) are as follows:- add is linked to FSM representing the feed belt, by this hannel the plate moves to thestate OnFeed.- mv1 - moving the plate to the end of the feed belt.- mv2 - plate movement to the table.- mv3 - from the table to the robot (the Arm A).- mv4 - by the arm A to the press.- mv5 - from the press to the robot (the Arm B).- final - to the deposit belt.Observe that the plate never will synhronize with the Robot diretly but only with the otherdevies in the system.Modelling TipsSome tips for doing the modelling in Uppaal are:� If you want to model that ertain amount of time should pass, for example for goingbetween the Arm A at Table- and Arm B at Press-position, you do it most easily byreating a new state, say A Table to B Press, whih symbolize the transition. Let thein-arrow to the transition-state reset a lok, say :=0, whih will be used to onstrainthe time we ould stay in the state. By setting a guard on how long we an stay in thetransition-state, <=5, and a guard on the out-arrow on when we an leave the state,==5, we an make sure that the transition lasts for exatly 5 time units, see Figure 5.
A_Table_to_B_Press

c==5c:=0

c<=5Figure 5: Time passage� Sine the robot an arrive to a state before the orresponding devie it shall synhro-nize with is ready, you might sometimes have to model that the robot are at thesame position, but in two di�erent states. See for example Figure 6 where the ArmB at Deposit-position has been divided into two states, Arm B at Deposit Wait andArm B at Deposit, sine the Robot an't deliver the plate until the Deposit Belt isready for reeiving it.
Arm_B_at_Deposit_Wait Arm_B_at_Deposit

put?Figure 6: Waiting state� To guarantee progress in your model you might have to set some states as urgent. Thistells Uppaal that the Robot is not allowed to stay in that state and must thereforeimmidiately leave it. 5



Requirements for the ModelAfter you have onstruted the Robot FSM it is time to verify some properties of the system.For this you will be using the veri�er part of the Uppaal tool. You an give a question aboutsome property of your system to the veri�er, and if the analysis shows that it is not ful�lledyou an step through a generated ounterexample in the simulator.A veri�ation of a system implementation involves prediting the temporal worst-ase be-havior of the system when all delays are aounted for, and the subsequent assertion that insuh irumstanes all deadlines are satis�ed. For eah model we ould make sure that twoproperties are satis�ed: safety of the model (i.e. it must be possible to show that undesirablestate annot be reahed from any legal initial onditions) and bounded liveness of the model(i.e. it an be asserted that all deadlines are feasible).To apture the ontinuous stream of plates a �xed number of plates should be modeled asirulating around the system, i.e.:- After leaving the Deposit Belt the plates beome available for the Feed Belt again.- There is a maximum of only one plate on the Feed Belt at a time.What You Should VerifyThe following properties should be veri�ed (and answers given for) your Prodution Cellmodel:1. That your system is deadlok free. Currently there is no support for deadlok hekingavailable using Uppaal's graphial interfae1, instead we have to use Uppaal's stand-alone veri�er verifyta. The proedure for doing deadlok heks are as follows:i. Use the Export As.. option in the File menu to generate a .ta-�le of yoursystem, e.g. MyProdCellModel.ta.ii. Create a question that will make the veri�er to investigate the whole searh spae,for example: A[℄ (1 == 1) (whih asks if it is always true, for every possibleexeution, that 1 is equal to 1). Create the question in the veri�er and save it ina �le, e.g. MyDeadlokQuestion.q.iii. Call verifyta in a shell with an option that display (deadlok) warnings asqueries2, and save the generated warnings in a �le, e.g. MyDeadlokWarnings.q:verifyta -Q MyProdCellModel.ta MyDeadlokQuestion.q > MyDeadlokWarnings.qiv. Chek if you got any deadloks by investigating the generated �le MyDeadlok-Warnings.q. The easiest way to do this is to open the query �le in Uppaal'sgraphial interfae. If you got deadloks in your system you will have (a number ofqueries) looking e.g. like E<> (P1.OnPress and ...). You an now, by pushingthe Model Chek button generate a trae for the deadlok whih you an stepthrough in the simulator. To generate traes make sure that you have the hekedthe Diagnosti Trae box in the Options menu.Validate that your system is deadlok free both for one as well as several number ofplates (see below).1The Uppaal gang has promised to add deadlok heking in their next version of Uppaal :)2Run verifyta without any options to get a listing of the features it support.6



2. That the worst-ase time for a plate from arrival on the feed belt to removal from thedeposit belt must be less than 300 time units. This temporal requirements on the Cellonern the end-to-end movement of any plate. This is a deadline for the model andhene represents a bounded liveness property to be veri�ed. In Uppaal this an veri�edas as the property:A[℄ (not P1.Create imply P1.z1<=300),where Create is a loation of a plate proess and z1 is a lok for the plate P1 (seeFigure 4).Determine the worst-ase time for the plate within the system by systematially de-reasing the time value. What is the worst-ase time for a plate in your system?3. It should also be investigated, by experimenting with the model, how many platesthat must be in the system to keep it fully busy and within the worst-ase end-to-endrequirement for all plates.If too many plates are added to the system you might experiene that plates get stukedon a loation forever (and the worst-ase requirement will not be ful�lled).If to few plates are added to the system the robot will be idle waiting for plates to serve,(formally it means that you should verify that whenever the feed belt is ready to takea plate, a plate is ready to be added to the feed belt).It must also be proved that plates annot overtake eah other, i.e. it is neessary toshow that their loations in the system are oupied under mutual exlusion (the safetyproperty). In Uppaal this an be said as:A[℄ (P1.OnFeed imply not (P2.OnFeed or P3.OnFeed or P4.OnFeed))3.Determine how many plates that must irulate in your system to keep it fully busyand within the worst-ase requirement.4. Finally, there are open issues that the design must address. In partiular, when a platehas been plaed on the press (whih has a relatively long operating period) where shouldthe robot wait, i.e. what is an optimal value for X? If it is lose to the press it willtake time to move to the table if the new plate arrives. But if it moves to the tableand no plate enters the system it will have further to move to get bak to the press.Having deided on a resting plae, the duration of this wait has to be �xed. Eventuallythe robot must servie the press in order to ensure liveness but it must also attempt tominimize the end-to-end time that any plate spends in the system. By manipulating theparameters of the models it is possible to investigate the impat of these design deisions.This is an important seondary purpose of veri�ation: it allows design alternatives tobe explored.Determine the optimal value for X by experimenting with your model. Is there adi�erene in the importane of X depending on the number of plates in the system?
3Note that this property is only partial, you will have to �ll in the details for the right number of plateproesses. 7



ReportA proper report is to be handed in for the assignment. It should inlude at least the following:� The over page provided at the end of this doument.� A printout of your onstruted Robot FSM and a detailed desription on how it issupposed to work. Make sure that your states and variables are desriptively namedafter what they are supposed to do.� Answers and disussions on the properties that should be veri�ed.� Disussion of the onepts involved, i.e. well thought out and oherent omments re-garding the topis overed by the assignment, as well as experimental results (if any)and reasonable onlusions.This assignment must be handed in no later than 8h00 on Januari 16, 2006.Some general guidelines of how to make a report:� Use a word proessor, text editor or typewriter to type your solutions. Print youronstruted Robot FSM by saving it as postsript �le (in the Template menu).� Use English in your report.� Do not print on both sides of the pages.� Staple your report thoroughly.� Staple your report with the pages in orret order.� Leave room in the upper left orner of eah paper for the staple.Referenes[1℄ Johan Bengtsson, Kim G. Larsen, Fredrik Larsson, Paul Pettersson, WangYi, and Carsten Weise. New Generation of UPPAAL. In InternationalWorkshop on Software Tools for Tehnology Transfer. Aalborg, Denmark, 1998.http://www.dos.uu.se/dos/rtmv/papers/bllpww-sub98-1.ps.gz.[2℄ A. Burns. How to Verify a Safe Real-Time System. The Appliation of Model Chekingand a Timed Automata to the Prodution Cell Case Study. Tehnial report, Real-TimeSystem Researh Group, Department of Computer Siene, University of York, 1998.[3℄ Kim G. Larsen, Paul Pettersson, and Wang Yi. UPPAAL in a Nutshell. SpringerInternational Journal of Software Tools for Tehnology Transfer 1(1+2), 1997.http://www.dos.uu.se/dos/rtmv/papers/lpw-sttt97.ps.gz.[4℄ C. Lewerentz and T Lindner. Case Study Prodution Cell, Formal Development of Rea-tive Systems. In LNCS, Springer Verlag, volume 891, 1995.[5℄ The Uppaal Toolkit, http://www.uppaal.om.
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